TOP “MAIORCA”

YARNS
ADRIAFIL YARNS

MATERIALS
150 g Londra yarn in cedar no. 65
Knitting Needles No. 4
Crochet hook No. 4
Tapestry Needle

SIZE: 40 (42-44)

PATTERN STITCHES
Knitted stitch
Chain stitch
Double crochet
Half Treble Stitch
Crab stitch: work like dc from left to right.
Chain stitch needlework

GAUGE
10x10 cm with knitting needles no. 4 in knitted stitch = 20 sts. and 28 rows

WORKING INSTRUCTIONS
Back: with knitting needles cast on 74 (80-86) sts. and work in knitted stitch incr. at ends 1 st every 16 rows 4 times. When work measures 27 (29-31) cm, for the armhole, bind off rightwise, every 2 rows, 4 sts, 2 sts, then decr., inside 3 stitches (for the edge stitches work as follows: in odd rows skip the first 2 trs, in even rows purl the stitches skipped in the odd rows, knit the next stitch), 2 sts every 2 rows 3 times, then cont. on right side keeping the 2 edge stitches. When you start decreasing for the armhole, to shape the neckline bind off leftwise, every 2 rows, 14 (18-22) sts, 7 sts, 6 times. After decreasing work 2 edge stitches on left of work (for the edge stitches work in same way as right edge). When work measures 16 (17-18) cm. from beg. of armhole and neckline, bind off the 14 (16-18) remaining sts to shape the shoulder.

Front: work to match back.

Cockade: with crochet hook cast on a chain of 5 sts. and end with a 1 sc loop.
Row 1: in the loop obtained work 9 dcs, turn work over.
Row 2: 2 half trebles in each of the next 9 (replace the first half treble of the row with 2 chs), turn work over.
Row 3: work 1 half tr in each half treble, turn work over.
Row 4: work 3 dcs in each half treble
Break off and bind the yarn.
Work 21 cockade in the same way.

MAKING UP AND FINISH
Sew up the sides and the shoulder. Trim the neckline with crochet hook in crab stitch. Again using the crochet hook, trim the bottom of the top with 1 row dc and 1 row crab stitch. Sew 8 cockades at the bottom of the back (sew all the cockades along the right side), at 2 cm from edge, 4 cockades along up the left side and 9 cockades along the front neckline, at 1 cm from the edge. With the sewing needle, work 1 row of chains along the seam of the cockades on the bottom edge of the back and front of the neckline.